PESA Seeding Grants
We want to bring philosophy of education back to our campuses. While international travel is
restricted, we still (possibly) have the ability for universities to host local events. The PESA Executive
would like to provide seeding grants (of up to $5,000AUD) for on-campus events to be held under
the PESA banner. This will provide an opportunity to be face to face with other scholars. Applications
can be made at anytime. We also encourage you to use these grants to hold hybrid on-campus
events that correspond with the Zoom Conference. This will allow local communities of scholars to
meet face-to-face, while also connecting online with the wider PESA membership.

Applying for a grant
To apply for a PESA seeding grant, send a proposal to secretary@pesa.org.au. Applications can be
made at anytime. Your proposal should include:
•
•
•
•

An outline of your budget that proposes how the money is to be spent.
A description of how the event will promote the advancement of research and teaching in or
using philosophy of education.
An indication of the benefits the event is expected to bring to PESA.
A 100 words abstract/overview of the event that can be advertised on the PESA website.

Assessment criteria
The grants sub-committee established by the PESA Executive will assess proposals. Potential
conflicts of interest will be managed carefully. Proposals will be assessed according to the following
criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Promotes the advancement of, and research and teaching in, the Philosophy of Education
Clear benefits to PESA members and PESA
Is co-sponsored/co-funded by a local University/group (whether financially or discursively)
Main applicant is a PESA member
PESA Exec member cannot be a principal applicant (but can be named on the application)

Enquires
Any questions regarding the PESA seeding grants should be directed to the PESA secretary,
secretary@pesa.org.au.
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